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GRAMMAR
A. Rewrite the sentences using the verbs given.
1. Gina …refused to come with you………………
2. He…promised to call…………………..me later.
3. They …decided to go out for a meal…………………………….
4. They …agreed not to go on holiday this year……………………….
5. He …suggested buying this fruit at the market………………………………………
B. Match the sentences with the correct question tags.
1. I was looking forward to that film, but it was a load of rubbish, _h_____
2. He talked and talked about the same topic for hours, __d_________
3. That's my coat, __a________
4. You don't know the answer, ___g________
5. They haven't been married very long, __b________
6. You won’t be home till after midnight, __j________
7. Peter doesn't like chocolate, __e_________
8. We hadn't been there very long, __f_______
9. She lives in Paris, __c_________
10. You can't swim, ___i_______
C. Choose the correct option to complete the interview.
(1) said
(2) told
(3) was putting
(4) told
(5) had
(6) said
(7) got
(8) told
(9) iwas behaving
(10) him
(11) couldn’t
(12) was making
D. Choose the correct option.
1. a. don't I?
b. can you?
c. can’t I?
d. do you?
2. a. can you?
b. can't you?
c. have you?
d. don't you?
3. a. can it?
b. can't it?
c. isn’t it?
d. is it?
4. a. didn't we?
b. didn’t they?
c. haven't we?
d. have we?
5. a. shouldn't you?
b. should you?
c. don't you?
d. shouldn't it?
E. Rewrite the following questions in reported speech.
1. …John asked Amanda if/whether she would email him her research on fossil fuels
then…
2. …Helen asked if/whether they had employed security guards for the national
park……..
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3. …Terry asked who was going to give the lecture on climate change the following
week……….
4. …Mike wanted to know how old Professor Scott was………………….
5. …Ben wondered when people had stopped cutting the forest…………….
6. …I asked my boss if/whether I could put a recycling bin in the office………………
7. …Mary wanted to know if/whether those souvenirs were made from gold……
8. …My mother asked who had left the tap running……………………………………
F. Read the dialogue and complete the text in reported speech.
Rob asked…if/whether he could go out… that night. His mum asked him …where he was planning
to go… Rob told …that he wanted to see the new Brad Pitt ..film. Then, she …asked if/whether he
had got much homework. He said he didn’t. He added that the teacher …hadn’t given them
any…….. His mum agreed that he could go out and asked him …if/whether he wanted to eat before
he went…… Rob said he did and asked …if/whether there was any pasta……………
G. Read Charlotte’s interview for a part-time job and write it in direct speech.
1. “How old are you?”
2. …Have you ever had a job before?……………………………………….
3. …What is your best subject at school?…………………………………….
4. …Did you pass your last maths exam?………………………………….
5. …What do you want to do when you leave the school?………………………….
6. …Are you planning to go to university?…………………….
7. …Will you work two evenings during the week?……………………….
8. …Can you start next week?………………………….
H. Rewrite the commands and requests in reported speech.
1. The waitress asked them …not to smoke in that area……………
2. The teacher told the class …to sit down and be quiet………..……………
3. Jane told her boyfriend …not to forget to post the letter…………
4. The examiner told us …not to talk during the exam…..……………
5. The air hostess asked him …to switch off his mobile phone……
6. She told him…not to shout at her…………………………
İ. Rewrite the commands and requests in reported speech.
1. …George asked Joan not to spend all the money……………………….
2. …The teacher told the students not to go swimming in the river….
3. …Ann asked Bill not to have his haircut too short……………………….
4. …Ann told Harry not to forget to have some lunch…………………
5. …Mary asked Peter not to walk so fast.………………………………
6. …John asked Mary not to put so much sugar in his coffee………..
7. …Peter told George not to telephone him after nine……………………….
8. …Joan told Bill not to park his car outside his gate…………………………….
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J. Rewrite the requests in reported speech.
1. …The secretary asked me if/whether I would ring back later/The secretary asked me to ring
back later……………..
2. …The grocer asked Ben to pay his bill at once. /The grocer asked Ben if/whether he would pay
his bill at once.
3.…The tourist asked her to tell where the post office was./The tourist asked her if/whether she
could tell her where the post office was.
4.…Mary asked her brother to help her with her homework./Mary asked her brother if/whether
he could help her with her homework….
5.…Jack asked the waiter to bring him a cup of coffee./Jack asked the waiter if/whether he
would bring him a cup of coffee………………
6.…John asked his classmate to lend him a pencil………/John asked his classmate if/whether he
would mind lending him a pencil.
K. Choose the correct option.
1. is starting
2. are going
3. drives
4. is singing
5. get up
6. are always leaving
7. enjoy
8. thinks
9. is having
10. feel
11. are thinking of
12. forget

L. Complete the dialogue with the present simple or present progressive form of the verbs given.
Louis: starts
Carol: am taking
Louis: are always taking
Carol: usually send
Louis: are you sending
Carol: lives/is coming….
Louis: are you sending
Carol: is leaving
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M. Complete the pairs of sentences with the present simple or present progressive form of the state
verbs.
1. Smell
a. What are you cooking? It …smells………….delicious.
b. Ryan …is smelling…. all the perfume samples to find the right one for his girlfriend.
2. Look
a. That dress …looks………. nice. Where did you buy it?
b. Can you help me? I …am looking…………….. for a denim jacket.
3. Taste
a. This meat …tastes………. a bit strange. Is it OK?
b. I …am tasting……..…the sauce to make sure it has enough salt.
4. See
a. I …see……….. very well with my glasses.
b. He …is seeing………..our dentist this afternoon.
5. Think
a. I …think………… blue is a nice color.
b. I …am thinking………….. of the answer to your question.
N. Complete Harry’s thoughts using the correct form of the verbs in brackets.
1. Today, I’m …sitting..(sit) in a beautiful park.
2. I …love…………..(love) this place.
3. Right now, I …am listening..(listen) to the sounds of
nature.
4. I …can hear….(can/hear) birds singing.
5. I …can smell………(can/smell) the flowers.
6. I …am having…..(have) a really relaxing time now.
7. I …am not thinking…..(not/think) about anything
stressful.
8. I …want…..(want) to stay here all afternoon!

O. Use the words given to write questions in the present simple or present progressive.
1. …Does she want to go home now?……………………
2. …What are you listening to at the moment?……………..
3. …Do they prefer hard rock or rap?…………………….
4. …Does he need a glass of water?……………………………………………
5. …Do you enjoy this party?……………………………………………………..
6. …Does this jacket belong to you?……………………………………………..
P. Write questions for the underlined words in the sentences below.
1. ....Who made Mark’s travel
arrangements?............................................................................
2. …Whose car will Kate borrow to take her friends sightseeing?……………..
3. …What is Ann carrying?…………………………….
4. …What did she spend all her money on yesterday?…………………….
5. …Where did you see Tom and Jane last night?……………………………………
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6. .....When did we spend our holiday in Rome?...............................................................
Q. Write questions according to the answers given.
1. Mary went to Milan.
a. “Mary”. ….Who went to Milan?..
b. “To Milan”. …Where did Mary go?..
2. The mechanic fixed Sheila’s motorcycle.
a. “The mechanic”. …Who fixed Sheila’s Motorcycle………?
b. “Sheila’s”. …Whose motorcycle did the mechanic fix………………...?
3. The heavy rain ruined Jenny’s new shoes.
a. “The heavy rain”. …What ruined Jenny’s new shoes……………..?
b. “Jenny’s new shoes”. …What did the rain ruin…………………………………?
4. The storm caused a flood in the main street.
a. “The storm”. …What caused a flood in the main street…………………………?
b. “In the main street”. …Where did the storm cause a flood……………………?
5. Every month John donates some money to the charity for the homeless.
a. “Every month”. How often does John donate some money to the charity for the homeless?
b. “To the charity”. …Where does John donate some money for the homeless every month.?
6. Alan often buys cheap airline tickets.
a. “Often”. …How often does Alan buy cheap airline tickets…………………?
b. “Cheap airline tickets”. …What does Alan often buy……………………?
R. Complete the interview questions. Add question words where necessary.
(1)…Did you always want to write for TV?...
(2)…Why did you change your mind?………
(3) …How many shows have you written so far?…..
(4)…What kinds of shows do you prefer?….
(5) …Who do you write your shows for?..
(6) Are you writing anything at the moment?

S. Rewrite the direct questions to form indirect questions.
1. I was wondering…if I could have a word with you.……………………….
2. Do you know …if/whether he will be back soon……….?
3. Can you tell me …how long we have been waiting…………………………..?
4. I’d like to know …how much she paid for her new coat…………………..
5. Could you tell me …what Mary’s neighbor is like………………?
6. I’d like to know …if/whether we can go jogging later than 2
p.m.………………………………..
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VOCABULARY
A. Find the correct verb for the following sentences. Make the necessary changes in tense.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

_came up with___
_drop by______
_cope with_____
__turn to_______
_stand by_____
_lay around__
got tired of__
_was counting on___
_settled in___
_put me up__
_whispered_____
__split____
__stare_______
__concentrate__
__hesitated_
_insisted__
_rushed____
_admire____
_regretted___
_face___ .

B. Look up the dictionary and find the adjective or noun form of the words given.
NOUN
......hope...........................
courage
....loneliness...............................
access
space
..addiction.................................
silence
...jealousy................................
.....fear..............................
....expense...............................
wisdom
luxury
insecurity

ADJECTIVE
hopeful
...courageous................................
lonely
...accessible................................
....spacious...............................
addictive
...silent................................
jealous
fearful
expensive
...wise................................
...luxurious................................
insecure...................................
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C. FAMOUS QUOTES
Find the correct word for each quote below.
1. _permanent__
2.

_temporary_.

3. _exhausting__
4. _enormous__
5. _starving
6. _orphan_.
7. _narrow__
8. _filthy
READING
A. Read the text below and answer the questions.
1. d) special effects
2. c) a romantic comedy with four main characters and lots of conversation
3.a) unaided
4.a) They are providing headsets, so blind people can hear a recorded narration.
5.c) his sixth sense
6.d) to illustrate Forry’s sense of humor
7.c) his reviews
8.b) Movie reviews and new technology are making it easier for blind people to enjoy
movies.

MAKING INFERENCES
B. Read the conversation below. Make inferences to answer the questions.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Where are they? …They are at the airport.……………………………...
Who are these people? …They’re probably husband and wife (dear, honey)……….
What are they doing? …They’re waiting for A’s flight.………..
Do you think A is the husband or the wife? …Both answers are possible………………
What can you infer about A? …A worries a lot. S/he is anxious…………………….
What do you think will happen next? …S/he will get on the flight and everything will be
fine/ The flight will be delayed and A will miss the meeting/ B will get angry with A
and they will have a fight.…..
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C. Read the paragraph and answer the questions.
1. What happened to the window? Tommy broke the window while he was playing baseball.
2. Why did Tommy leave? …He was afraid/scared of his mother…………
D. Circle the best answer to complete the sentences by making inferences.
1. c) Rain
2. a) Dentist
3. b) The glass
4. d) Cold
5. d) Fly

E. Read the text and answer the questions by making inferences.
Check Out The Latest Classes from Let’s Pump Gym
What class are they talking about? Write the class name.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

__Let’s Stretch Class____
__All-in-One Class__________
_Spinning Class________
__Kickboxing Class___________
_Island Dance Class_

F. You are going to read a magazine article about The Sydney Opera House. Choose the most
suitable heading from the list A-I for each part of the article (1-7). There is one extra heading
which you do not need to use.
SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE
1: E
2: H
3: C
4: G
5: B
6: A
7: F
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